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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
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WHY IN KILPISJARVI
The interests 

The first time I arrived in Kilpisjärvi for hiking, I believed I should come back there for any works. 
Choosing it as the site of my project is the first clear decision about my master thesis. It was driven 
initially by my own love of the memorable sightseeing there. 

As a person growing up in the city, I have no experience of forest and wilderness. My curiosity pushed 
me to Finland, and luckily I got a chance to visit Kilpirjarvi as soon as I arrived in Finland. The nature 
there was hugely out of my experience. It was October, the place, on a high altitude, had non-tall grown 
trees in an extreme climate, while the lichens and ground plants were vibrant. Mountains with no 
human constructions, persons inside, lost scale and dimensions of the surrounding. Under a long gaze, 
I saw the lands and sky hanging far in front of my eyes like a collage painting. Everything was desolate, 
unreal, but beautiful. 

Another reason is related to a question always in my mind during my architectural studies. My 
undergraduate architecture learning started in Milan, a city that, based on history, developed in a high 
density. During the studying, we frequently discussed urban fabric and the influence of surrounding 
context on new built. Everything has a track to follow from the urban and history. What if there is 
nothing? It was a question that I have always doubted. In a wilderness, when it has no urban trace yet, 
which kind of buildings should be built, and how would I invite new constructions to the place? It was 
a question I hope to explore during my own architectural life. 

Enontekiö

Kilpisjärvi

LAPLAND

Rovaniemi

Road E8

Helsinki

Fig 1. 1 The lake view on the mountain Mallan Luonnopuisto

[ 1. 1 ]

Fig 1. 2 The location diagram of project site on Finnish contury map

[ 1. 2 ]
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The Town and the Legend

Kilpisjärvi grew on the northwestern-most point of the "west arm" of Finnish territory. It is a tiny town 
that belongs to City Enontekiö, Lapland region. Only 114 permanent residents are recorded in 2019, 
although it is the largest town in Enontekiö. However, it attracts a large number of national travellers 
and cross-border visitors seasonally. Both because of the extreme natural scenes and its particular 
location on the border of three countries among Finland, Sweden and Norway. As a border cross area, 
It has a long border with Sweden along the mountain and lakes. Norway can be reached through the 
hiking lines on Mountain Malla or by driving along the national road. The massive scale of preserved 
nature areas are established there, and the seasonal changes of the scenery are intense. Visitors come for 
hiking and kayaking from the bright summer to colourful autumn. And for skiing in iced winter. The 
visitation number of the Kilpisjärvi-Käsivarsi area in 2019 is 95,800 from the ASTA Visitor Information 
System of Metsähallitus, which is hundreds of times the number of residents.

Like many Northern Finnish towns, it developed in a cluster pattern along one major road in the 
middle, the E8 national road, also known as Kasivarrentie, the "arm road" or Neljäntuulentie, the "'Four 
Winds' Road". Unlike satellite towns of large cities, it has many mountains and lakes embracing the 
town and is connected far from other towns or cities.

It is a remote town having its own legend about the birth of the land. According to the legend, 
Kilpisjärvi was the home of giants a long time ago. Giant Saana fell in love with graceful Malla. 
However, their wedding was destroyed by fierce ice winds summoned by wicked witches. The two giants 
are frozen. The tear of Bride forms the Kilpisjärvi. Many centuries later, after the ice melted, giants were 
freed. But Saana got grumpy, and Malla's tears dropped like the Kitsi waterfall. The memories of their 
wedding appear in Kilpisjärvi every autumn by the brilliant colours of nature. The religious clothes 
guests were torn to the hills and valleys when they ran away. The youngest giant sank to the lake, 
becoming the skeleton of evergreen pine—all there have been still here year by year despite thousands 
of years passed.

Valley between the mountains

Specific to the project site, the selected place is in the valley area on the northern lakeside of Siilasjarvi 
between Moutain Malla and Mountain Jehkas, with a large area of the preserved nature. The area 
containing extreme wilderness but not far from the town centre with a few hiking traces is one of the 
best sites to explore the relationship between human intervention and wild nature. It has slight slopes 
following the mountains and wide-open views through the lake. The summer hiking lines are not yet 
extended so far away that a peaceful space is still here. Only a hidden trail passes through the site from 
the main road to mountain Malla. During the winter, a snowmobile track passes through the place 
from the Lake to the north.

473m

559.3m

ÄŒÃ¡hkÃ¡ljÃ¡vri

571m

570.41m

473m

559.3m

ÄŒÃ¡hkÃ¡ljÃ¡vri

571m

570.41m

Fig 1. 3 The town pattern diagram of Kilpisjärvi

[ 1. 3 ]
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WHY AN ART VILLAGE

The Cradle of Sámi Art
Sámi is a nation alive mainly by reindeer herding. It did not happen too long ago when Sámi People 
must select a nationality among the three countries. Before and after that policy, Kilpijarvi has been 
consistently one of the crucial areas to the Sámi husbandry. It was home to the Sámi families with their 
culture and art every year when the migration happens from the most northern Norway to northeast 
Finland and Sweden. 

The Sámi art is born and passed down to today from their daily life. It is created without artistic 
intention, neither academic art training. They are functional tools to meet the basic requirements of 
living and herding. There are various forms of traditional Sámi art, like Duojo, folklore and Yoik. Douji 
is a handcrafted tool for daily living. Sámi folklore originally existed in oral spread containing many 
sacred traditions, and Yoik is the way helping herders lead their reindeers easier. Also, the Sámi motifs 
and line drawings are primitive writings for Sámi to record. 

When modern civilization came to the land, these tools and resources were defined as particular arts 
in a unique aesthetics. With the support from modern technologies and under specific regulations, 
these arts can be saved for exhibitions and performances. The Doujis with colourful textures and motif 
patterns became excellent handcrafts. The folktales and Yoiks presented the beauties of nature and the 
philosophy of Sámi life. 

Sámi art and Modern art inspired each other a lot. Modern artists, attracted by these kinds of art, 
continuously came to the land and were strongly inspired by this exceptional nation in the wilderness. 
At the same time, Sámi cultures were impacted by modern art as well. New tools and technics 
were introduced to Sámi. The expression of Sámi art after that combined well the original Sámi 
characteristics and modern artistic skills.  

One of the famous cases is Sámi artist Johan Turi and Danish artist Emilie Demant Hatt. Demant Hatt 
went north to find a new way of her creation. In the north, she met Turi and helped him translate 
his writing An Account of the Sámi. Furthermore, she recorded a large amount of Sámi Folklores to 
publish them as By the Fire: Sámi Folktales and Legends. Turi's paintings were developed from simple 
ink sketches to watercolour paintings. In relevant, her artworks after the long North trip are strongly 
inspired by Sámi's art expression. 

Another well-known example is Nils-Aslak Valkeapää. Nils-Aslak Valkeapää is a Sámi writer, musician 
and artist, from Käsivarsi. He was born in a traditional Sámi herding family but educated as a teacher. 
Yoik is one of the most critical elements in his works, like music, painting and writings. His book The 
Sun, My Father is a collection of yoik poetries. 

Fig 1. 4 The diagram of Sámi area on the European land

[ 1. 4]
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Fig 1. 5 The cover of Johan Turi's book An account of Sámi.      Fig 1. 6 The ink painting of the winter migration of Sámi with reindeers  by Johan Turi.
Fig 1. 7 The ink painting of habitat of Sámi and reindeers after the migration.      Fig 1. 8 The color painting of north landscape by Johan Turi.

The paintings by Johan Turi recorded his memory of life in the Sámi family. The migration yearly is 
a big topic to explain. The diary paintings are similar to primitive rock paintings without perspective 
views. However, with simple ink lines, the story of migration and camping is straightforward. In Turi's 
late works, colours are presented as the intention turned to emotional expression. However, still much 
information, like the colourful vegetation in the autumn and enormous mountains, but there are no 
high trees.

[ 1. 5 ]

[ 1. 7 ]

[ 1. 6 ]

[ 1. 8 ]

Fig 1. 9 From the book By the Fire [Ved Ilden], lino cut. 1922 by Emilie Demant Hatt.      Fig 1. 10 Sámi Working with Reindeer, 1943 by Emilie Demant Hatt.
Fig 1. 11 The photography of Nils-Aslak Valkeapää.      Fig 1. 12 The cover of The sun, my father by  Nils-Aslak Valkeapää.

[ 1. 9 ]

[ 1. 11 ]

[ 1. 10 ]

[ 1. 12 ]
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The relation of wilderness and art

Art and Wilderness can never be separated. This relation became tight and straightforward from the 
late eighteenth century to the Nineteenth Century. 

During the renaissance, when the perspective idea was discovered, nature became not only the wild 
and flattened open view in Fine Art. During the age of enlightenment, when science and philosophy 
arrive at a new stage. The understanding of the nature and environment also has revolutionary change. 
The term landscape painting was analyzed from Dutch landscape and was known better in western art. 
Until the second industrial revolution, Wilderness was the place cherished by the bourgeoisie in the 
western world. It is the precious area for phycological recurring and meditation instead of useless land 
that is undeveloped. The way artists working is also reformed from preorder/employed to freelance 
working, like studio and salon. In that period, nature and landscape were crucial topics for free artists 
in late Romanticism and Impressionism. It was colourful and emotional. The connection between 
wilderness and art became explicit. 

Artists live in wilderness far from urban society to explore the inner world and get inspiration from 
nature. Especially in Impressionism, when the atmosphere is the thing Artists chasing instead of reality 
and details, the expression of nature and landscape is much more colourful and accessible. Besides 
famous French artists living in rural towns, the landscapes on the North were also the land for creative 
works. One notable example is Alfred William Finch, a painter and ceramist. He was born in Belgium 
to British parents, but he spent most of his creative life in Finland. In Porvoo, he led the Iris ceramic 
factory and pushed the local Jugendstil movement. His pointillist paintings presented many of the 
scenes in his living in Finland. 

In the contemporary, the representation of nature through art is also a large and diverse topic, for 
instance, the prominent format photographer Luca Tombolini. He works with negative film and 
microscopes in prolonged exposure to get high-resolution photographs of remoted land. In his works, 
the view is soft and peaceful, objects are dissolved in the image, but the perception of time and space in 
the wilderness is strong. From his website, there is a quote from C.G.Jung, “Being alone in those remote 
areas it’s a very humbling experience, it helps my mind to create a meditative suspension over the reality 
I perceive; cultural occurrences fade away leaving an apparent void which I try to fill in with shapes and 
colours of my photographic play”.

Another joyful contemporary artist in nature is a Korean ceramist called Miki Kim. Her ceramic works 
of owls are lively and humorous. She settled down in Lanpand near the arctic circle. In her introduction, 
she spent words to describe the natural view she lived with and was inspired by, as well as her joyful 
Finnish neighbourhoods, who considered themself as a part of the forest surrounding. She pointed out 
the importance of the nature surrounded her creation, and the views yearly are always new to her.  

Fig 1. 13 Vistas Paradossales, Canaries & Milan, 2018. by Luca Tombolini.      
Fig 1. 14 -1. 15 The ceramic works by Miki Kim

[ 1. 14 ] [ 1. 15 ]

[ 1. 13 ]
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Thesis Strategy

This thesis aims to discuss the research topic “between built and unbuilt”, which means the relationship 
between human interventions and promoted wilderness. As a design-oriented thesis, design is the 
primary method to achieve this research. Texts in the thesis will provide assistant to explain better the 
whole design process from early research to graphical presentations. 

The thesis is divided into five chapters that open from introduction background, design process to 
design expression and conclusion. The introduction explained the original concept of this project and 
pointed out the thesis plans. In the background chapter, all the information related to the project or 
inspired design is collected. Comprehensive thinking of the thesis topic is presented through the design 
process and drawing expression in Chapters III and IV. In the Conclusion chapter, both the reflection of 
designing and the thesis topic need to be thought. 

The operational flow of each chapter is interacted with each other and constantly inspired by each other 
in circulation. The influence from the background research to conceptual brainstorming and the works 
from the collected information to the final drawings are never linear. 

The Strategy and the Background Research formed the first circulation. A general thesis strategy was 
from the original idea introduced in the first chapter. It gives the direction to start the background. 
When the background information is explored, the strategy can be defined more targeted to the design. 
They two together builds the foundation of the design and provides the direction for Data Collection. 
Step by step, the conceptual design is inspired by the collected information but gives feedback to the 
background research and data collection. 

The process of design realized all information collected from each step in previous. The questions met 
during the design process requires more researches of background. Moreover, the problems showed 

through the designing required more studies in different fields, which completed the Data Collection 
section. These feedback loops together finalize the design in complexity and visualize it in architectural 
drawings.

Project Strategy 

The design in this thesis aims to answer the questions about what kind of relationship should be created 
between human interventions and wilderness and about the necessary limitations between them. In 
other words, through this building design work, the border between built and unbuilt will be examed. 

About the building design, two types of buildings are considered into two scales. One is the small scale 
cottages hosting artists for a temporary or seasonal standing living and personal working. It will contain 
more than ten cottages on the site independently. Another building is a single complex building that is 
a medium scale, which hosts both the artists and the public. For artists, it will be the central place for 
communication, exhibition and technical workshops. For the public, it will hold events, performances, 
exhibitions and diverse artistic activities. The building is also planned to be the bridge between artists 
and the public and the transition between human life and the remoted world.

In personal, the atmosphere in nordic materials and the space perception on a human scale are two 
critical points focused on through this thesis project. Breaking the design procedure that I used to, 
starting from inner relations and spatial space instead of site planning to plans and sections, is also a 
good challenge for me in this thesis. On a large scale, I wish a design do not stick to the physical urban 
context but be the poetry of architecture construct a harmony for surroundings. On a small scale, I 
hope the shape of the building can not limit the space design. The consideration of inner space is based 
on the living scene and functional using from collected data, instead of formed from the building 
volumes from the urban context. 

One more strategy of this project beyond the thesis topic is a goal related to cross-border art 
communication. Considering the advantage of the location, making an Art Village here could be an 
ideal platform to promote more art exchange in diverse forms both in professional and in citizens. 
Besides theatre, exhibition space, and workshop rooms, a library is considered in the complex building 
as an archive to collect and protect the precious Sámi artworks and natural related works. Also, it could 
be a supportive place for young artists who care about nature and wilderness and new Sámi artists on 
the land. Public events are possible to hold referring to the Film Festival in Tromsø. However, research 
about organization and funding support is required, which is out of the discussion of this thesis.

STRATEGY

BACKGROUND 
RESEARCH

CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN

FEEDBACK LOOPS

STRATEGY DATA 
COLLECTION

VISUALIZA-
TION

Fig 1. 16 The diagram shows the working flow in the thesis

[ 1. 16 ]
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FINNISH ARTISTS IN NATURE
Art and Nature can never be separated. The fascination with wilderness is an eternal story to many 
artists. Escaping from civilization has been a long tradition for artists, especially from the late 
nineteenth century to the early twentieth century. As well as Finnish Artists, due to the hardening grip 
of the Russian rule in Finland, the Finnish artists fled the cities to the forests and built their dream 
ateliers.  These artists missed the medieval town and the simple life of the peasants. Most of the designs 
of their ateliers in the wilderness drew inspiration from the medieval castles and the Karelia styles. 

In this sector, four Finnish artists are selected to show the art life in the wilderness and better explain 
the relationship between nature, art, and artists. The artists are rank according to their born year. All 
of them are essential artists in Finnish art history. The locations of their villas were selected in the 
desolated wilderness. Even today, under the sizeable urban expansion, these villas are still hidden in the 
urban forest that is not easy to be arrived by public transportations.

Albert Edelfelt, 1854-1905

Edlfelt is one of the most famous Finnish national painter all over the world. He is the master of Plein 
Air spenting more than 15 years living and drawing in Paris. In the official website of Finland, he was 
introduced in a high praise, "From promising young Finnish painter to European celebrity, Albert 
Edelfelt was Finland’s first cosmopolitan art icon. His work was admired by, among many others, 
Vincent van Gogh. Declining a professorship at the Imperial Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg, 
Edelfelt’s greatest passions were the Parisian lifestyle and summers spent in his native country". And 
the blog of Albert Edelfelt Atelier mentioned that His early death was shocking, and his funeral became 
a mourning feast for the whole people.

Fig 2. 1 Lapsen ruumissaatto, 1879, öljymaalaus. By Albert Edelfelt     Fig 2. 2 No name, By Albert Edelfelt

[ 2. 2 ][ 2. 1 ]

Fig 2. 3 The distance diagram from Provoo center to Edelfelt's studio     Fig 2. 4 The garden at Haikko by Albert Edelfelt.      

[ 2. 4 ]

[ 2. 3 ]

In 1883, the artist built for himself a small summer studio 
in Porvoo, where he was born.  He loved the Porvoo 
archipelago and its inhabitants, who represented their 
homeland and Finnishness at its best, and who were an 
inexhaustible source of inspiration to him. The exact 
location is on Haikko, the rural area around 6 kilometers 
far from Porvoo town center. The studio is a typical 
finnish rural house in gable roof with large skylight. The 
wooden surfcace was painted in red color highlighted in 
forest under the bright summer light. He spent a total of 
26 summers in Haikko and painted more than 220 works 
here. Several of them were awarded in salons in Paris. One 
more summer in 1905, Edlfelt died in his beloved Haikko.

After that, the studio built for and by Albert Edelfelt 
himself was restored to preserve its original appearance 
as his studio. The activities happened in this studio 
focused on presenting the artist's life spent here of a long 
summer time. The permanent exhibitions in the studio 
features Edelfelt's paintings, heliogravures, photographs 
and daily objects belonging to the artist and owned by the 
foundation now. 

There are no public trans-
portations from Provoo 
city centre to Edelfelt's 
studio today. 13 minutes 
dr iv ing or  a  half-hour 
biking can arrive. Walking 
there from Provoo takes 
m o r e  t h a n  a n  h o u r . 
However, two piers are 
next to the studio site. 
During the summer, it can 
be arrived by boat.
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Fig 2. 5 The roof plan of Deldelf's studio.      Fig 2. 6 The main facade of Deldelf's studio.     Fig 2. 7 The back facade of Deldelf's studio.      
Fig 2. 8 The photo of Albert Edelfelt working in Deldelf's studio.    

[ 2. 7 ]

[ 2. 6 ]

[ 2. 5 ]

[ 2. 8 ]

Akseli Gallen-Kallela, 1865-1931

Gallen-Kallela is an artist who spent his professional life in many cities and explored his art in multi 
forms. He was born in Pori, studied art in Paris, Italy, and Berlin, and continued his art life in Kenya 
and Taos, New Mexico. He was the first Finnish artist depicted South of Sahara, and the related works 
are over 150 pieces. During the first World War, he fought for the Finnish Civil War and later served 
as aide-de-campe of Marshall Mannerheim. His illustrations of the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala, 
were one of his most featured works published after the war. So his works were also considered very 
important to Finnish national identity. After the success in paintings, he also explored his contemporary 
art in etching, stained glass and fresco techniques.

Between 1911 and 1913, he designed and built his own studio called Tarvaspää, next to Villa Linudd 
on Espoo, where is around 10km northwest of the centre of Helsinki. During the time, it was a long 
and complicated journey from the site to Helsinki city. The new building later in 1926 gave up some 
working space to be the residence for his family.

Fig 2. 9 The landscape photo of Akseli Gallen-Kallela's studio Tarvaspää.

[ 2. 9 ]

Different from typical rural cabins in Finlans, His design of the studio presented an exotic style in 
joyful decorations. The influences from the styles of different period can be seen on this small castle-
like museum. From Gallen-Kallela's own words, his ideal studio should be "large, spacious, and well-lit, 
where thoughts and ideas could come of their own accord, without the pangs of labour". 
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Fig 2. 10 The map shows the distance between artist's studio Tarvaspää to Helsinki center.      Fig 2. 11 Homo Victor (Victorious Man), 1910. by Akseli 
Gallen-Kallela      Fig 2. 12 The Defense of the Sampo, 1896. by Akseli Gallen-Kallela.

[ 2. 10 ]

[ 2. 11 ] [ 2.12 ]

Following that concept, the villa contains a large and carefully designed personal working area and a 
necessary residential area for family living. The studio part of the building resembles an old Finnish 
fieldstone church with its deep roof of shingles. At the same time, the crenellated tower represents 
medieval knightly romanticism. A loggia surrounds the gallery part with the influences from Italian 
Renaissance architectures. Then, there is a roof terrace with access from the tower on top of the loggia.

With transfers, several 
public transportations can 
arrive at Tarvaspää from 
Helsinki Railway station, 
but long-distance walking 
cannot  be  avo ided.  In 
another direction, from 
Otaniemi peninsula,  15 
minutes biking to the site 
is an easier way.

As the plan diagram shows above, there are divisions of working space according to a different art form. 
The core space on the plan is the largest studio on the west wind with a deep gable roof. On the north 
facade, it contains a large-scale skylight to provide even light to the room. Works like large paintings 
and frescos can be handled in this room. The small etching room next to the studio room stored the 
types of equipment for Akseli to do wood print experiments. Later after the family moved in, it became 
the kitchen for the family. The sculpture room on the centre of the plan is a round space with a high 
ceiling and having long liner window. A tower room and monk cell are located above it. Together with 
the kitchen, the space was served as a dining room after. The gallery hosted many of the artist's works 
born in the building and his collection from the trip. When the family comes, it is also the living room 
and library for family and shared with guests. 

Fig 2. 14 The functional diagram shows the inner space of  Tarvaspää     
Fig 2. 15 The interior photo of Studio room with skylight     Fig 2. 16 The interior photo of the etching room with equipments for wood print.

[ 2. 14 ]

[ 2. 15 ] [ 2. 16 ]
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Fig 2. 17 The roof plan of studio Tarvaspää.       Fig 2.18 Under construction, 1912. by Gallen-Kallela      
Fig 2. 19 The sketch by Gallen-Kallela.      Fig 2. 20 The tower of studio Tarvaspää.  

[ 2. 17 ]

[ 2. 18 ]

[ 2. 19 ] [ 2. 20 ]

Emil Wikström, 1864-1942

Emil Wikström, is perhaps the most notable sculptor in his time when was the Finnish Romanticism 
period. He studied art in Turku, Helsinki, Vienna and Paris that strongly affected by Art&Craft 
Movement and Art Nouveau style. Many of his works presented a significant role in Finnish cities, like 
the Lantern Carriers on the main facade of Helsinki railway station and The bust of Gustaf Fredrik 
Ahlgren in Koukkuniemi, Tampere. During that time, Finnish artists influenced by their experience in 
Paris devoted to the remoted nature of their motherland. So the same as Emil Wikström, he decided to 
retreat “the wilderness of Finland to build crofts for ourselves” as his letter to Axel Gallén dated 1898. 

In 1894, Wikström finished his first house for a sculptor named Visavuori in Valkeakoski, 35 kilometres 
south of Tampere. The exact location of the building is on the edge of a small peninsula. Destroyed by 
fire two years after finishing, the Visavuori is rebuilt in a typical national romantic style designed by 
Emil Wikström himself. Information from the official website of Visavuori, this building is also the 
finest example of Karelian architecture in existence. 

Fig 2. 21 The landscape photo of Emil Wikström's studio Visavuori.

[ 2. 21 ]
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Fig 2. 22 The map shows the distance between artist's studio Visavuori to town center.      Fig 2. 23 The old photo of Visavuori buildings     
Fig 2. 24 The photo of Kari's Pavillion.       Fig 2. 25 Lantern Carriers, Helsinki railway station by Wikström.

[ 2. 22 ]

[ 2. 23 ]

[ 2. 24 ] [ 2. 25 ]

The location of Visavuori is still 
re m o t e  t o d a y  t h a t  n o  p u b l i c 
transportations neither walkable to 
be the site from the town it belongs 
to called Valkeakoski. Driving from 
Valkeakoski takes around a quarter 
of an hour, and biking there takes 
around an hour. However, during 
the summer, going by boat is also a 
convenient choice.

Fig 2. 26 The roof plan of Visavuori built in different years.      Fig 2. 27 The decorative interior of Emil Wikström's house
Fig 2. 28 The interior of Emil Wikström's studio with full of sculptor works.

[ 2. 26 ]

[ 2. 27 ]

[ 2. 28 ]

The house  and studio  of  Emi l 
Wikström is a typical artist's building 
during the time, which is built by 
the heavy wooden trunk, covered 
by a reddish roof, and decorated 
with art nouveau details. Wikström, 
together with his family, moved back 
to the building in 1902. Soon after 
that, he designed one more studio of 
sculptors next to the existed home. 
There are sculptures exhibition 
space, winter garden, organ loft 
and observatory included in this 
new building. Today, the Visavuori 
contains three buildings; besides the 
two buildings above, architect Erkki 
Helamaa designed the third Pavillion 
for his grandson Kari Suomalainen. 
Kari's Pavillion, designed in Japanese 
style, was opened in 1990.
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Sigurd Wettenhovi-Aspa, 1870-1946

Wettenhovi Aspa is a Finnish multi-artist: a painter, a sculptor, a writer, and a pseudo-linguist, who 
later became a social activist. Same as many other artists, he studied art in Paris, and he wrote a book to 
memory the life of Paris in the 1890s. He is best known for his fantastic theories about the past of the 
Finnish people, whom he believed to have descended from Ancient Egypt.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Wettenhovi-Aspa built his own studio based on his idea in 
Vilniemi on the shore of Lohjanjärvi lake, where it belongs to the western Uusimaa region. The site 
today is still surrounded by forests with a large terrain and rocky ground. Different from the typical 
Karelia style or medieval castle, the villa is in a special oriental style. It had a bold, pyramid roof as the 
Egyptian concept the artist had. As well as the artist himself, He was always special during his daily 
life in this villa. Translated from Skjl's description, "The thick-bearded gentleman was sometimes seen 
moving in a white 'monk robe,' sometimes again in a military safari suit or Japanese riding suit. The 
post office arrived at the address: 'A villa whose owner is rowing a white boat' - in his usual white suit."

In 1946, After Aspa passed away, the sizeable 4-hectare plot with the villa came to the possession of 
the Union of Finnish art associations. Later, the building was left to decay without enough renovation. 
So that it was demolished in 1981, and only the foundation was left on the site. Decades later, a sauna 
cottage was built in 1994, named Aspa's studio according to the donor of the plot. Currently, the log 
cottage is used by visual artists for holiday and recreational use. In 2018, Aalto student Kanerva Tuuli 
did the master thesis on a rebuilt idea of an artist studio on this heritage site. The work was published 
on YTAA official website.

[ 2. 29 ] [ 2. 30 ]

Fig 2. 29 The photo of Aspa's Studio in oriental style.       Fig 2. 30 Villa of Vilniemi, 1899. By Wettenhovi-Aspa.

[ 2. 32 ]

[ 2. 31 ]

[ 2. 33 ]

Fig 2. 31 The map shows the distance between Villa of Vilniemi  and  Sammatti city center. 
Fig 2. 32 Jutelmia ja muistelmia 1890-luvun Parisista. Book by Wettenhovi-Aspa.    Fig 2. 33 Portrait of Sigurd Wettenhovi-Aspa, 1919. By Gallen-Kallela

Aspa's studio was hidden in a 
large area of forest that can be 
arrived by driving and biking 
from Sammatti centre, which 
is the city it belongs to. The 
nearest services are located on 
Karjalohja, which is the rural 
town area of City Lohja. As a 
tourist place today, other tourist 
facilities, like Spa and Resort, is 
available.
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[ 2. 34 ]

[ 2. 35 ]

Fig 2. 34 The roof plan of the ruins left on Vilniemi site.      Fig 2. 35 The thesis work Vilniemen erämaa-ateljee - Tervapääsky by Kanerva Tuuli

Table Conclusion

The table conclusion put the four artists and their buildings together to give an intuitive look at how 
their works are influenced by nature and their idea of the artist's studio in nature. All of the information 
is collected from the text above. The site selected by artists has or closing to wild landscape views. 
Moreover, the buildings are hidden well in the forest that the public cannot easily access. In some cases, 
the space between the inside and outdoor nature is well cared for as well. 

 Albert Edelfelt Akseli Gallen-Kallela Emil Wikström Sigurd Wettenhovi 
Aspa

Career Painter Painter Sculptor Multi-artist

Why to built 1. The site presented his 
homeland
2. He fell in love with 
the scenery

The building is a 
manifesto of Akseli's 
concept of ideal studio

The artist was the first 
man to carry out the plan 
and found the idea place 
for the tread " built crofts 
and live in wilderness"

 The artist fled city to 
forest and built his dream 
atelier to escape strict city 
life.

Architectural 
feature

A simple wood cabin 
having the studio with 
skylights

A mixture of multiple 
styles including Karelia 
style studio, Medieval 
Romanticism style tower, 
Italian Renaissance style 
loggia.

A typical home of a Nordic 
Artist, constructed from 
logs and featuring many 
"Art Nouveau" details. 
A castle-like studio, 
observatory and winter 
garden are included.

 A bold pyramid-roofed 
builing in an oriental style

Nature 
Feather

Lakeside and forests 
surrounded

Lakeside and forests 
surrounded

Peninsula into the lake far from city

How long time 
stayed

 26 summers 3 years 48years (1894-1942) /

Distance to 
city

6.4 KM to Porvoo 9.9 KM to Helsinki 14.7 KM to Toijala 9.2 KM to Sammatti

Influence The artist attracted 
by the landscape and 
painted the most 
famous works here

The artist did less 
painting back from Africa, 
but the living here is in a 
turning point in his life.

He sculpted most of his 
works in Visavuori

/

Masterpiece 
during the 
staying

Conveying a Child's 
Coffin, 1880

Lantern Carriers                                     
Monument to Jahan 
Vilhelm Snellman
Monument to Elias Lonnrot

/
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CASE STUDIES
On the one hand, the case studies in this section try to look for opinions relating to the thesis topic 
from different architects. On the other hand, these cases guide basic designing regulations and 
functional requirements, which must be observed. The observation is about how to solve the physical 
construction and the details the building presented. It is also about the atmospheres architects inspired 
from nature and how they reflected it in their design. The dialogue between built and unbuilt must be 
diverse. 

Mainly two types of cases are contained. Some cases chosen are referred to the answers from the 
different architects about their opinions of the relationships between human living and remoted nature. 
What are the important elements for them, and how do they transfer them into their design. Others are 
the solutions for small house design. Because in small house design, the layout of inner space and the 
arrangement of walking flow has a more strict requirement in a limited space. Without a doubt, some 
cases in this section give inspirations in both two topics. One more point noted is that some reference 
buildings in the same region as the project site are included in the Building Surrounded section.

 

Shelter of Roman Archaeological Site _ Peter Zumthor _ Chur, Switzerland

The shelter designed by Zumthor gives an excellent example of the idea of between built and unbuilt. 
The whole archaeological site is covered by three boxes based on stone foundations. Slim timbers 
assemble the boxes in dark colour in simplicity. The horizontal timbers play the role of walls that are 
constructed at a certain angle. Outdoor views are blocked. The inner space for visitors is only a steel 
bridge connecting all of the three boxes. Large skylights are on the central top. Furthermore, several 
steps guide visitors to small exhibitions freely.

Walking along the visiting bridge, when the wind passes next to ears and the sunlight filtered softly 
through the narrow gaps in between, the time goes back to ancient Roma. However, the shadows of 
trees surrounded waves on the timber frames, and the sounds from city life came in from the open 
frames. So the view of ancient Rome and the scenes of reality are intertwined in ears and mind. In 
Zumthor’s own words, it “Enclosed in historical space, one senses the sounds of the twentieth-century 
city, the position of the sun, and the breath of the wind.”

When the function is particular without high requirements for living, the connection between built 
and unbuilt is more unrestrained. The open frame itself is the structure between built and unbuilt. The 
wind and sound, flowing through it, become the transition of the built and unbuilt situation. All these 
elements together presented an open relation between nature, history and human constructions.

[ 2. 36 ]

Fig 2. 36 The  photo of interior view  of The shelter of Roman Archaeological Site.
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[ 2. 37 ]

[ 2. 38 ]

[ 2. 39 ] [ 2. 40 ]
Fig 2. 37 The entrance photo of the shelter.       Fig 2. 38 The groundfloor plan of the shelter      
Fig 2. 39 The vertical section of the shelter      Fig 2. 40 The corridor photo of the shelter 

Villa Mairea_ Alvar Aalto_ Pori, Finland, 1939

From many points of view, Villa Mairea gives a great answer about how space between built and unbuilt 
can be created when the functional living requirements are satisfied. 

The original concept of the building is extending the forest inside to the villa. So from the entrance 
to the open living area, columns stand randomly by ones, twos and threes. The barrier of the main 
entrance uses dry nature trunks. A view out from the position of the main door, the barrier encircling 
the entrance, grows together with the forest in front not far away. The green room on the south corner 
of the living space created an inner space with the temperature close to nature. The linear wooden 
frames of windows in the green room with rattan decorations and reddish tiles on the ground created 
a gentle natural atmosphere of the living space, though it is a closed interior. The back garden with a 
small swimming pool and roof-covered corridor provided spaces for human activities and built a soft 
connection to the forest. 

The connection of the closed inner space to open nature in Villa Mairea is similar to the garden Robert 
Harbison defined as the space between built and unbuilt. All these elements, the entrance, the garden, 
the corridor in the yard, the green room in the corner, together with the wooden fences on facades tries 
to build a gentle transition to unbuilt surroundings in a way neither disturbs human life nor the wild 
forest. 

Fig 2. 41 The interior photo of Villa Mariea 

[ 2. 41 ]
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[ 2. 42 ]

[ 2. 44 ]

[ 2. 43 ]

Fig 2. 42 The entrance of Villa Mariea.       Fig 2. 43 The isometric 3D model of Villa Mariea.      Fig 2. 44 The back yard of Villa Mariea

Casa Rode_ Pezo von Ellrichshausen_ Chonchi, Chiloe ,Chile_2017

The house was designed by Pezo von Ellrichshausen Art and Architecture studio from 2015-2017. 
The building is presented in a solid geometrical feather in a semi-circle line shape. Same as the couple 
architects, they always have a solid personal identity in many vivid experiments. In this particular form, 
A deep sloped roof can be presented on the inner side all the way around. Together with the cylinder 
volume in half, a semi-enclosed courtyard space was created. 

It is located on a hilltop on Chile's Chiloe Island, an elevated plot on the Chonchi town. The lower 
facade with a deep roof and large openings face Chiloe Island's inner sea. In contrast, the opposite side 
of the high elevations with tiny openings created a solid wall to isolate the building from the world. 
The functions of this house are simple into two units, and the human flow is relatively straightforward. 
Inner functional spaces are designed in rectangular volumes. Thus, the space between the circular roof 
and straight wall formed the terrace space on the backside courtyard and formed the shared public 
space on the backside.  

Project Detail: Area: 200 m²           Photographs: Pezo von Ellrichshausen           Author Architects: Mauricio 
Pezo, Sofía von Ellrichshausen          Collaborators: Diego Pérez, Findlay Barge, Caitlyn Flowers, Victoria 
Bodevin     Facilities: Marcelo Valenzuela, Daniel Garrido           Contractor: Ricardo Ballesta           Structure: Luis 
Mendieta           Site Area:48500 m2           Design Year: 2015     

[ 2. 45 ] [ 2. 46 ] [ 2. 47 ]

[ 2. 48 ]
Fig 2. 45 The plan of Casa Rode.     Fig 2. 46 The front yard covered by roof.    Fig 2. 47 The interior of public space

Fig 2. 48 The landscape view of Casa Rode
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Holiday Home by Þingvallavatn _ KRADS_ Reykjavik, Iceland_2020
This holiday villa in a densely vegetated hill created a friendly relation with the terrain on site. By 
using the height differences of the terrain, the architect designed two pitched roofs partly crossing on 
each other. The slope covered with grass is accessible directly from the high terrain. Two clean cubes 
integrate the whole building. On the plan, one shows in wide trapezoid and another one in linear 
rectangular. The corner formed when these two volumes inserted into each other became the outdoor 
extension of the dining space. And the openings on this corner, with the large windows opposite the 
living space, created a beautiful view connection from the back yard on the front view. 

The house's facade is flat wooden panels painted in black, plain and has no additions. This kind of 
clean volume makes it present a humble attitude. In contrast, the hosting space inside is luxurious and 
extraordinary. 

All of the public spaces are kept as open as possible. Steps like the outdoor terrain are optimized to 
notice the divisions between different functional spaces. Also, the transition of materials and heights 
of the ceilings plans the same role. For instance, the living space is a sank square with a pitched 
wooden ceiling. The openings in this spatial space are the most significant run-up to the ceiling. The 
wild landscape of the lake and mountains became a decorated painting of the living room in the well-
considered openings. In this way, the dominant place of the living room is visible. All eyes will be 
constrained on this theatre-like place. Additionally, the interior materials in each space are variational 
according to the different but similar elements to keep their harmony. The dining space has more 
wooden elements in a warm atmosphere, while the corridors and kitchen have more cold materials in 
neutral colours.

[ 2. 49 ]

Fig 2. 49 The landscape photo in aerial view of the holiday villa

Project Details

Size: Main house: 145 m2, Boat shed: 
26m2, plot: 1000 m2 

Status: Completed 2020

Client: Tina Dickow and Helgi Hrafn 
Jónsson 

Engineer: Emil Þór Guðmundsson 

Interior carpentry And Exterior Detailing: 
Helgi Hrafn Jónsson, Jón Árni Þórisson, 
Christian Danielsen

[ 2. 50 ]

[ 2. 51 ] [ 2. 52 ]

[ 2. 53 ]

Fig 2. 50 The plan of the villa.     Fig 2. 51 The interior photo of dinning space.    Fig 2. 52 The interior photo of corridor  space
Fig 2. 53 The back terrace with the landscape through the large openning   
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BUILDINGS SURROUNDED
Buildings surrounded is indicated to buildings in the same region, either in Lapland or the north Sámi 
area. So they are built under similar environments about both the climate and culture. These buildings 
give the basic construction concept in an arctic circle, where extreme weather is a big challenge. Also, 
they present some original observations of the building characteristics, like roof forms, material using 
and facades details in that area. Meanwhile, The public functions in these building cases provide the 
primary references to the Room Programme in designing the complex building. 

Traditional Sámi Living Hut

In Sámi life, different types of temporary huts and relatively permanent living spaces are built during 
their migration round. Until today, when Sámi’s living turned to modern ways, mainly the temporary 
hut Goahti and Lavvu are retained for reindeer herding. 

Goahti is a functional shelter during the reindeer herding, especially after the winter migration. The 
shelter is possible to be covered in three different materials, wood, peat or fabric. The plan is elongated, 
and in the centre of the place, the family kindle the fire and keep it warm during the whole polar night. 
After the outdoor work, they come back here to dry their clothes and warm up their bodies. Born 
babies are settled here, and women stay here to prepare for the coming season like some handicraft 
works.

Lavvu is a simple hut similar to Goahti covered in fabric but more straightforward and smaller than 
Goahti. The shape is conoid with several wood trunks. It is considered as a temporary resting space 

[ 2. 54 ]

Fig 2. 54 The photo of a Lavuu built by the neighborhood.

during the reindeer herds or the migration. The fire will be lit in the centre when herders come back, 
and the hole on top is for nature lights and dispersing the smoke. When the reindeers and family leave, 
they remove the fabric and leave the trunk frame next year.

Kilpisjärvi Visitor Center

The Visitor Centre of Kilpisjärvi is aimed at visitors, tourists, fishers, and hikers on the Nordkalottleden 
Trail. At the Edge of Scandinavia, the permanent exhibition inside introduces Malla Strict Nature 
Reserve, Saana Nature Reserve and Research Area, Käsivarsi Wilderness Area, and the residents of 
Kilpisjärvi.

The building uses simple timber frames together with steel on the basement and joints. Like most local 
cottages, it has a double roof and neutral colour painted the whole building. Things extraordinary are 
the location and the path to the building. As the tourist info centre, the building is near the entrance 
of Kilpisjärvi town. It stands on the top of the hill next to the main road. Everyone along the road, 
either by walking or by driving, could see from a distance. Two linear paths wind up from the roadside 
and the parking lot. Lamps along the way are designed lower than human height to illustrate only the 
wooden steps. At the intersection of two paths, a large platform is for sightseeing. Furthermore, the 
entrance platform on top of the hill continuing with a long open corridor surrounds the building.

[ 2. 55 ]

Fig 2. 55 The photo of the visitor center
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Kilpisjärvi Biological Station

The Biological Station in Kilpisjärvi is funded by Helsinki University based on the original research 
from Professor Olavi Kalela. It is located in the middle of the wilderness, a bit far from the town centre. 
Together with Hotel Kilpisjarven Retkeilykeskus, they formed the closest building group to the selected 
project site except the Finnish Customer building. 

The whole building group is composed of several cottages, with two main buildings in lamella shape. 
Moreover, these two buildings host the most functions connected by a linear corridor construction 
perpendicular in the middle.  No strong designing feathers the building has, but it is modest and 
straightforward. Coloured on a brown surface, it hides well in an isolated low forest area without 
disturbing the neighbourhood trees. However, the inner atmosphere is very habitable. Yellowish wood 
covering with soft lights bring safety in the wilderness in the winter. The large openings provided a 
good view for people who live without hurt from extreme weather. The accommodations can host up to 
70 people, some of whom can be accommodated in charming cottages by the lake. 

Accommodation details: 1. The Main Building: renovated in 2013; 15 double rooms and 1 room equipped for 
disable guests; a guest kithchen.      2. The Eurola building: the oldest building built in 1964; 1 single room, 1 
double room and 1 triple room for 6 visitors.      3. The Wallgren building: built in 1973 next to Eurola building; 3 
bedrooms for 11 visitors.      4. The Kiekula building with a lakeside sauna: 120m2 having 2 double rooms and 1 
quadruple room; 50-60m2 small wing having 2 double rooms.     5. The Kalela log cabi with a lakeside souna: 
3 bedrooms for 6 visitors.

Fig 2. 56 The interior photo of the full-equipped guest kitchen 

[ 2. 56 ]

Residential Cottages in the Town

The residential buildings in Kilpisjärvi have strong local characteristics. Many of these elements are 
selected to resist the challenges from the climate in an economical but beautiful solution. The roof is 
always sloped in double pitches, and some extended roofs are separate. Sometimes, the hierarchy of 
different spaces is visible from the transition between roofs. The eave is thin and elegant without long 
extensions. However, a roof covered entrance cannot be ignored in every building, and some timber 
frames or partial thin walls were added to stop the wind. 

All of these residences are lifted from the ground either by solid concrete foundation or steel legs. Thus, 
buildings on the lakeside are possible to built super close to the lake. Some luxury cottages built by 
heave logs exposed the log structures as the facades in original wooden colour. Other cottages use only 
wood timber facades but in different patterns and colours. The windows on these cottages are not such 
big openings, except newly built ones recently. They are single openings with extremely thick wooden 
frames, and white is a popular colour for that.

Fig 2. 57 The landscape photo of a lakeside residence in the town

[ 2. 57 ]
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Sajos_ Sámi Cultural Centre_ HALO Arkkitehdit Oy_2012

The Sajos is located on the Inari Lake in Inari village, close to the Siida, the existing open-air museum 
for Sámi. As a Sámi cultural centre, it took the main job relating to Sámi culture and administrations. It 
is also the central office of the Sámi parliament in Finland that all Sámi plenum sessions happened here.

The building created a strong and clear identity in a contemporary with good respect for traditional 
Sámi constructions' perception. High fir-tree planks on facades run up from the ground to the edge of 
the eave give the feeling of extension like the forest and make the building monumental as a parliament. 
The appearance of facades from all directions are different and uniform. A large glass wall creates a 
bright and open atmosphere inside the building. The roof is slightly slopping to the northside in a 
gentle and soft position. Partly, it is interrupted by the roof-light on the Parliament Hall and the high 
extrusion of the auditorium. Surrounded the building is a unique light fence, which is the typical Sámi 
fence on their land.

In this design, the use of wooden material is copious and skilled as the Sámi people did in their 
traditional constructions. Besides the spruce wood on the exterior, there are also vertical pine covers 
on the inner wall, horizontal birch timbers on the curved wall of the theatre and wood wool panels on 
the public ceiling. More than that, almost the whole surface of interior space is by wooden materials 
processed in different technics to meet multi-requirements, like acoustics. 

The space design is mainly in four branches, from the entrance in the central of cove line, the 
parliament hall and auditorium in two oval-shape dominant the main space and walking flow. Other 
functional rooms aligned following the shape of the building in a more regular shape.

Fig 2. 58 The landscape photo of main elevation

[ 2. 58 ]
Fig 2. 59 The gound floor plan of Sajos      Fig 2. 60 The photo of public area with full glass wall.      Fig 2.61 The interior photo of Parliament house. 

Fig 2. 62 The photo of different wood texture in interior.      Fig 2. 63  The photo of back facade.

[ 2. 59 ]

[ 2. 61 ] [ 2. 62 ][ 2. 60 ]

[ 2. 63 ]

Project detail: 

Gross floor area: 4800m²; Size of the site: 
36700m²

Target price:  14,9 million €

Activities: • Administrative offices     • Cultural 
services     • Education and research services     • 
Business development services     • Sámi welfare 
services     • Support services

Content: • The centre of Sámi administration, 
culture, education and know-how

• The building for events (cinema, music, 
meetings and conferences)

• The Sámi Parliament House of Finland

• The different services form an active and 
meaningful whole
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Parliament for the Sámi people_Stein Halvorsen Arkitekter, Karasjok, Norway

“Erecting a symbolically important building within a culture that is free of monumental traditions is 
a challenge”, notes the architect Reiulf Ramstad. Under this challenge, the Parliament in Karasjok is a 
remarkable example of how the contemporary architect can present freely in the Sámi region out of the 
strong traditional limitation. It is located on the terrace of the hillside on a ridge above the town centre. 
The Gohati-shape tower on one edge of the building created a traditional symbol of the Parliament. 
However, it is broke by a long corridor in glass wall go through in the middle literate the monument 
from the tradition. The left part of the building is in a Semi-circle line. They together built a half-closing 
courtyard of the building. A smaller semi-circle breaks the edge opposite the tower in the curve part in 
the same way as the auditorium. 

Also, the materials used in this building play a good role as a medium that the modern materials 
combine with traditional woods in harmony. Concrete structure and large scale glass wall were put 
explicit, while the timbers covered the facades in a more free scale and occupied the main proportion. 
Same in the interior material, wood play a dominant but not limited role. Together with steel, stone 
panels and white gypsum board, the atmosphere of inner space is calm and warm. 

Fig 2. 64 The landscape photo of the building in aerial view.

[ 2. 64 ]
Fig 2. 65 The gound floor plan of parliament.      Fig 2. 66 The photo of back facade top corner.      

Fig 2.67 The interior photo of Sámi library.      Fig 2. 68 The photo of different wood texture in interior.    

Project detail: 

Gross floor area:  around 2500 m2

Sámi Library: around 1000 m2

Auditorium: around 350 m2, 104seats

Restrooms: around 50 m2, 6 rooms

[ 2. 65 ] [ 2. 66 ]

[ 2. 67 ]

[ 2. 68 ]



CHAPTER III: Data Collection
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ROOM PROGRAMME
The whole project contains one complex building and 11 artist villas. The Room Programme regulated 
the inner area of all functional spaces before the design start. However, the cooperation between the 
room programme and the design process is a circulation. At primitive data of functions and inner 
areas were based on the information from the Background Chapter and the standard requirement in 
architecture. But they were tested and updated during the design process.

Meanwhile, the explanations, together with some essential requirements or the priorities of each 
function, are defined. During the design process, these rules have been clarified much clearer. Also, the 
connections between different spaces became much more logical. In final, the information of Room 
Programme could be the data for self-reflection and conclusion.

Complex Building:

Public Area:
 Entrance and lobby:

 Main theater： 

 
 Multi-functional space：

 
 Outdoor theater： 

It contains the cloth and bag lockers, check in place 
for the public and waiting area.  

The theater is designed to arrange events by artists 
and art organizations Also the space is possible to 
hold cross-border festivals relating to culture and 
art. The aim is to invite the public of three countries 
to join activities and enjoy the place together. It can 
also provide activities space for local habitants. The 
stage should be flexible for both performance or 
events in different forms. At least one third area as 
back stage and preparation  space for performers 

It could be a closed room or an open space where 
the function is flexible when necessary. Mainly it 
can be used for seminars and parties in smaller and 
more private groups.

The outdoor theater is designed as part of the 
landscape design. It should present the connection 
with nature including the theater functions that can 
be used during the summer time. 

935 Sqm

40 Sqm

90 Sqm

40 Sqm

50 Sqm

 Exhibition area:

  Cafè： 

Artists' Area: 

 Library and Archive:

 Artwork preparation: 

 

 Workshop:

 

The exhibition area provides space for artists in 
the village to present their works. In general, it is 
free space open to the public. For some certain 
temporary exhibitions it may sell the tickets by 
using the service place on the public entrance. The 
visit circulations and exhibition facilities of this 
area should be well considered. And the area must 
be accessible for both people from the public and 
artists to work for it. The light and air conditions 
must be controllable in this area. 

The simple food provides space for both guests 
coming and artists living in villas surrounded. 
When the building holds events, the cafè will also 
provide food services for that. So it is better close 
to the theater and office. Some storage areas are 
necessary for it.

The library and archive is the place that stores 
documents related to art in general or site specific, 
like the local Sámi art documents. The book 
materials can also be enlarged by artists coming 
and living here. Mainly, it will be built for artists' 
private use. But guests are able to use it with some 
regulations. So the space is close but accessible from 
the public area. 

It is a space served exhibition where a high ceiling 
is required for large art works. Same as exhibition 
space, the light and air conditions must be easy to 
control. 

The workshop room places large equipment for 
artists’ working daily. It requires large spaces 
for wood cutting machines and special areas for 
different materials, like small ceramic kilns, texture 
sewing machines and so on. 

70 Sqm

30 Sqm

70 Sqm

50 Sqm

80 Sqm
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 Sub-entrance：

 Sauna:

Service Area: 

 Related office place:

 Resting space: 
 

 Kitchen+storage:

 Storages:

 Techincal space:

The sub-entrance on northwest corner of the 
building is the private entrance space only for artists 
and guests invited by them. The entrance is close 
to arrive the workshop, Art preperations space 
and Sauna building but keep distance with public 
walking flow. Basic storages are equipped in it.

The sauna is considered privately for artists living in 
the village, but same as the library, guests in certain 
regulations are accessible. It could be either a single 
building or a part of the complex building. But it is 
supposed to connected to or at least close to other 
artists' spaces. So it could be easy to arrive even in 
cold winter. 

The office should be close to services and public
areas (theater and main entrance) so that staff are 
easy to go and to monitor the whole public area. A 
hidden connection to the theater and café may be 
needed. 

It requires one larger public resting room and one 
smaller private resting room separately in different 
areas. The public one is close to the theater and cafè. 
The private one is close to artists-related areas, like 
the workshop and library. 

Kitchen and storage space for Cafe

General storages for the maintenance and cleaning 
of the building. 

The space for building equipment, like heating and 
ventilation.

20 Sqm

50 Sqm

30 Sqm

50 Sqm

30 Sqm

10 Sqm

40 Sqm

Artists' Villas:

 Balcony:
 

 Entrance:

 High ceiling atelier： 

 
 Living room：

  
 kitchen + dinning: 

 Bathroom:

The roof covered outdoor space before the entrance 
as the transition space for windy weather.

The enough space with a large closet around 2m 
long and 0.6m deep to drop off the coats and 
store the outdoor equipment during the winter is 
important. 

The atelier as the working spaces for artists is one 
of the most important spaces in the villa. High 
ceiling and blank wall is important to have enough 
working area. Simple storage and water tap should 
also be contained. The soft light from north and a 
flexible entrance for the delivery of artworks may be 
considered as well. There should have no additional 
opennings face to this space. And a close connection 
with living room could be better  that they could be 
the extension space for each other in some special 
case.

The living room is the most public area to treat 
guests and one of the main activity spaces for 
the artist living in the villa. It should have a close 
connection to ateliers and maybe a view connection 
as well. So guests in living room can have a glance at 
the atelier without break the privacy of artists' work. 
At some certain moment they can share the space 
with each other. Meanwhile, it contains the function 
of hosting guests. 

The simple kitchen could be connected with living 
space to better serve the space but a dining area is 
necessary to have. 

The simple bathroom to meet the basic requirement 
for single living. 

86 Sqm

6 Sqm

5 Sqm

20 Sqm

15 Sqm

11 Sqm

4 Sqm
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 Bedroom:

 Outdoor terrace:

 Wood storage space： 

 Technical space:

The bedroom is the private room with a normal 
double bed. 

The outdoor terrace is the space more for summer 
time. Some activities like afternoon tea may 
happened here. It can also be the extension of living 
and dining space. 

The wood storage could be outdoor. It is the space to 
store and dry enough wood for the inner fireplace.

The space at least 0.6m wild for heating and 
ventilation equipment.

12 Sqm

9 Sqm

2 Sqm

2 Sqm

Entrance + Lobby

Complex Building

Artist's villa

Exhibition area Multi-functional
space

Outdoor theater

Library + archive

Library + archiveRestroom

Technical spaceStoragesOffice

Sub-entrance Workshops Artwork proparation 
+ Storage

Sauna

Balcony

Kitchen+
dining

Living room

Outdoor terrace

Wood storage

Entrance
Atelier

BedroomBathroom

Technic

Restroom

CafeteriaMain theater

Kitchen
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FIELD EXPERIENCES
The Field Experiences is a simple recall of my three trips to Kilpisjärvi. One before the thesis was 
the hiking trip to the reserved nature area. The other two was the site research during the thesis, one 
before the design started and another one is in the process of the project design. There are similarities 
and differences among the three trips because of the season changes and the activities arranged. Also 
because my familiarity with the place was increasing during the trips.

First Sight

My first trip to Kilpisjärvi happened in the first autumn I arrived in Finland, just one month after. 
Everything in this country was fresh for me during that time, especially the forest, which was the 
biggest mystery for me, even today. Tokyo Guild from Aalto University organized the trip. I followed 
the excellent guide from the Tokyo Guild team that no self travel guide was prepared in advance. Thus, 
no advantage in knowledge of the scenery neither.

When I arrived, it was a big shock for me. Both the town cottages and the natural landscape were 
unique. We spent more than two days to arrive the town by bus. However, everything on the way to 
the final destination was just fantastic. It is a long national road along the border between Finland and 
Sweden, which is endless, next to the lakes and forests, and the only road to the town. In twos and 
threes, the reindeers were walking around the road. Sometimes they were in the group and stopped the 
way of cars on the road. We drove along the main road; the more north, the broader and more empty 
land, and the lower the trees. 

The hiking trip was cooperated with Adventure by Design, which is an outdoor team based on 
Kilpisjärvi. There was no cliff nor steep mountains on the selected hiking line from the Tsahkal Falls to 
the bottom of Saanatunturi. We climbed on the mountain but had the illusion of flattening ground. The 
view in the whole hiking trip is an open and expansive landscape. The sky is low and vast. No covered 
high forest, but full of mini trees on the ground in entangle shapes. Snows started to cover the plants, 
but colourful lichens and low vegetation still showed up in the snow holes. Lakes and swamps were 
everywhere in all sizes. We joined a forest meditation trip in the darkness in the evening, which was 
also a totally new experience for me. When we walked in the dark with only several candles lighting on, 
the forest was similar to the hiking line we walked on the day, but the personal feeling was different. I 
was confused and afraid at the beginning. Gradually I was at a loss in the silence when I paid attention 
the nature. The fresh air spread in-breath, and stars twinkled in the low sky. 

The last day before we left started to snow. We were hosted by the Biological Station. As mentioned in 
the Building Surrounded section in Chapter II, the interior environment of the building is attractive 

and memorable. Especially in the dining room, large openings broke the solid wall, the snow views 
through the windows in a warm environment make life in this place remarkable. During that time, 
I already imagined having the chance to come back here for a long-time living and some related 
architectural activities. 

The vastness of the land makes persons feel humble. When diving into the scenery, scale is lost in the 
dream. My words can not explain the best of the surprise I got on this trip. But the land it does have, 
like the lonely planet described in the first word of Lapland, a mysterious power to ask me to come back 
again.  

The Local Trip

My second trip to the land was after I decided on the thesis topic. It was in the May of this year, which 
is the resting month of tourism in Kilpisjärvi. I was doing background research during the time. Thanks 
to the introduction from my thesis advisor Heikki Viiri, I connected to Kalle Mannela, who is the 
capital of the boat line from the Swedish border to Kilpisjärvi. Due to language limitations, most of the 
conversations happened with Markus, Kalle's son, who works and lives in Kilpisjärvi as well. 

Markus is a local Finnish. He also worked in Rovaniemi but returned to his hometown in the end, since 
he used to the remote town life more than the stressed city life. The mind of the place from Markus' 

[ 3. 1 ]

  Fig 3. 1 The photo on the hiking line of Tsahkal Falls
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description is very different to a traveller's point. There is more than half a year of snow, and the daily 
weather in all the seasons are changeable. Winter arrived here early in October, and summer here is 
short but intense. To survive here in the isolated north, people spent much more effort than those 
in southern cities. Preparation of supplies and equipment for cold winter and waiting for the tourist 
season are two main topics of life in Kilpisjärvi. 

Although the weather is the most considerable challenge for life, it brought the long tourist seasons in 
iced winter, bright summer and colourful autumn. Tourism is the dominant industry here that almost 
all people living in Kilpisjärvi related to tourism. Moreover, complete types of outdoor activities are 
possible here. The open landscape of mountains and lakes provided the best shipping and hiking 
experience in mid-summer. The colour vegetations in preserved national wilderness extended this trip 
from summer to autumn. Iced lakes for fishing and skiing with the flexible regulations of snowmobile 
driving attracted people from Norway to here in winter.

In one afternoon, Makus drove me to the site I decided on the map. Unfortunately, the land was still 
covered by deep snow. The forest next to the road has spruce trees that are high and dense enough 
to cover the human view. It was a long terrain from the main road to the exact location. I went down 
along but got lost in the middle. However, looking through the forest, a beautiful open landscape with 
hills off in the distance can be still seen. After the site adventure, Makus showed several meaningful 
buildings in the town, like the first hotel building built by bricks and painted in white plaster. The best 
residential buildings for Makus was on holiday cottages built by Norwegians. These cottages are built in 
heave logs, and the original wood colour is exposed on the facade. They are on a larger scale and have 
more magnificent decorations comparing to the cottages by local residence.

Another dialogue about the view of local architecture happened with a Sámi couple, Ole Nils Aslak Baal 
and Marina Gaup. Markus brought me to them, in the cottage, they rent for a temporary living. They 
moved here because Ole's reindeer run here from Norway. As a reindeer herder from Norway, their life 
and habits have many similarities with the Sámi life Johan Turi described in his book. Of course, the 
living environment is contemporary, but they do migrate yearly. Also, they ignore the clock in daily life 
but follow the changes of nature and the herding. Every evening, when the temperature is lower, and 
the water is more iced, they drove snowmobile to check Ole's reindeers.

Talked back to the architecture, Ole liked his homeland Skibotn in Norway, more than Kilpisjärvi, 
much because there had a higher altitude. An ideal cottage in his mind must be built on the hilltop 
having the most expansive view without any covering. So that people passing through can see his home 
far from. According to this mind, my project site is a terrible selection that goes down a low terrain 
with full of trees covered it from the road. Interestingly, this is the best answer for me. My ideal site for 
an artist village is supposed to be isolated enough. Different from local residence, Artists who came 
here presented their modest attitude to wildness. It is a utopia-like village that residence can be invited  

to many events, but newcomers never disturb the local life. Several cottages may be seen far from the 
lakeside. However, people do not know what is happening until they pass through the deep forest and 
arrive.

Besides the excitement, I tried to visit the land in an architectural view on the second trip. The longer 
I stayed, the stronger I felt as the Sámi paintings showed, which maybe because of the studies of Sámi 
art and site background before the site visiting. The view is out of the camera's horizon. The landscape 
far away does not have the feeling of the third dimension. They are flat like the paintings by Sámi artists 
and vast like the Chinese scroll drawings. After a long time staring, it is hard to distinguish the sky and 
the land in white.

The Double-check Trip

The third trip was a visit during the design process when the design strategy was decided, and the 
space design began to take shape. With some friends, we drove there from Lapland and hiking freely 
throughout the journey without strict planning. It was after the mid-summer when was the best time 
for a summer holiday in Kilpisjärvi. The snow was melt, and the trees were grown up in green. Instead 
of the solemn stillness under the snow and cold air, the land in summer was vibrant and hopeful.

I determined this trip as a double-check trip in the middle of designing. Without the snows covered, 

[ 3. 2 ]

  Fig 3. 1 The photo of the terrain on the site with deep snow covered.
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the site was exposed in total and all around was easier to access. Thus, I prepared a sketch map of photo 
points according to my primitive design of the site plan. Mainly, information in two aspects needs to 
be checked. One was the details of the site itself. The locations of swamps, rock beds, and dense forests 
should be checked one more time. Furthermore, a small path showed on the open-source atlas was 
better confirmed on-site with its reality. Another aspect was the view from different points of the site to 
the landscape. It helped for the confirmation of the location of each villa and the complex building.

After we arrived, the site was easy to walk through the path, which was visible next to a historic stone 
underground bridge hundreds of meters away from the site to the lake site. The trees and ground 
vegetations are luxuriant. A deep forest covers the deep terrain next to the main road. However, trees 
are not tall and slim like the southern forest. They are small trees low and having branches all around 
on the human view height. After the forest, the plain area has more miniature trees, and many trees are 
low on the ground. The lakeside surrounded are covered by stone in total. A boat next to the lakeside 
left the evidence of a human track. 

Although the temperature is not very high, and the mosquitos on the site are in a crazy number, which 
maybe because of the lack of human construction, the feeling of summer is still strong. If the theme 
of winter on this white snow land was meditation, natural perception and beauty in peace, the theme 
of summer is the riotous happiness and infinite hopes in the wild. Under the intense light and green 
colours in the summer, the whole environment has less pressure from the low sky and enormous 
mountains surrounding it. 

[ 3. 3 ]
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Ahtaankuru Silta

The national road to Lapland

  Fig 3. 4 The diagram shows  site situation          Fig 3. 5 The contour line section shows the height differences on site  Fig 3. 4 The photo of the stone lakeside on site
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DESIGN PROCESS

This section lists some essential materials during the design process, which shows how the concept 
developed step by step. The project design was formed mainly by five aspects: room programme, 
space design, structure and material test, site planning, and the final presentation. Same as the thesis 
strategy showed, the design process was also a circular working flow instead of the linear one. The 
diagram above explained the cooperation of each topic from room programme to space design, from 
site planning feedback to space, structure and material, and finalized the project by the graphical 
presentation. One more critical aspect was the field experiences during the design, which recorded the 
process and the information from the site visiting, and inspired the design a lot. 

The sequential order of these five aspects in the process is an especial thing as well that the design was 
started from a medium-scale to a smaller and larger scale. Based on the data of the room programme, 
the space design was developed essentially. After meeting the functional requirement, the space was 
tested in structure and material aspects on a smaller scale to consider the spatial atmospheres that may 
be bringing to users. Then the project was tested on the site on a masterplan scale to check mainly two 
topics. One was making sure that every single building could be integrated into each other as a group. 
Another one was confirming if the buildings can get a balance with their surroundings.

The starting concept in the process

As it mentioned in the Strategy, the process of design broke the traditional thinking flow and started 
from inner space, which because of the emptiness of the surrounding construction. As it showed in the 
Room Programme section, the distrubution of different functions need more further tests through the 
plans and three-dimensional models. 

Combining with my memory of the landscape and the experience on the site, my starting concept was 
to design the volume having similiar shapes of plan and section. It corresponding to the view missing 

perspective and the feeling of disorientation on the site. 
In that case, the cottage-like form designed for the plan of 
artist's villa. The roofs in the same form created the curve 
lines on the elevation and got the harmony with moutain 
lines beyond. To the inner space, it was divided into the 
atelier side and living side. A long corridor including the 
main entrance and the openning to outdoor terrace splited 
two side in the middle. The functional spaces were bright, 
but the corridor was dark. The view of orudoor landscape 
can be seen at the end of the dark corridor. A constrast 
between darkness and lightness formed through these 
spaces. 

Since the artist's villa is the core of this project. The form of 
the complex composed by units from the concept of villas 
but with necerray transformations. The negative spaces 
among these units formed the gray space in between. 

Space design Stracture and 
material

Field experience Field experience

FEEDBACK LOOPS

Room 
programme

Site planning Graphical 
presenting
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Fig 3. 6 The diagram shows the working flow in the design process
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However, the unique form caused problems of inner space in a pragmatic view. Too much corner  space 
and circulation spaces wasted the building area. Another reason was the Room Programme had not 
developed perfectly during the time, that some particular functional problems cannot to be solved 
in this plan. At the same time, a unique form occupied the most of attentions in the design that the 
connection between building and nature was not visible clearly. And a trick problem was that this form 
can only be seen on the drawing not in a human scale during the space using. It just cause confusion for 
people be in it. 

The second concept in the process

After the first concept, the Room Programme was updated to give a better explaination of each 
functions. The missed functions were added. Without the excessive focus of the form and shape, 
the  concept return back to the primitive arrangement and in a more regular shape. In contrast of the 
previous idea, the shape of inner spaces was formed by the open-air spaces surrounded them. Thus, the 
gray space has a more active presentation in the building. The interlance of gray space and rooms make 
the views of interior opener and more colourful. Meanwhile, to increase the connection between atelier 
and living room, the atelier was designed as a box inserted to the living space. The roofs of each block 
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have different height according to their function.

Accordingly, the space of the complex building were rectangluar blocks with open-air box placed in 
the between. A inner connectyard was possibile in this proposal. The theater as one of the most public 
space was inserted into the lobby area next to the public entrance. The roofs of every space were grable 
and independent. Thus its landscape view can be like a raw of cottages next to each other.  During this 
time, the locations of building on site was considered as well. The villas were placed on a tiny peninsula 
extented to the lake. Each of them will be independent like the town pattern of Kilpisjärvi. The complex 
building located closer to the main road on the east opposite lakeside facing to the villas. 

Comparing to the starting concept, the distrubution of functional space was more logical and efficient. 
The connecction between inner space and nature environment was presented in a higher hirarchy. 
However, problems are obvious. In space design, the long distance between bedroom and service area 
in the artist's villa looks not like the best solution. In technical aspects, as a simple cottage type, the 
zigzag walls in artist's villa indivated a complicated sturcture form. Both of the roofs in villa and the 
complex did not fit the specific climate requirements on the extreme northern site. Plus, the energy 
consumption of the Villa must be too much with a high proportion of out walls.

Artists' villa - sections
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SPACE DESIGN
This section is the coutiniution of the design process that presents the final version of the scheme 
design of the interior space. The space design in the whole project was the fundamental tool to explore 
the connection between the built space and unbuilt environment. It is also one of the most crucial 
element that decided what kind of experiences can happen in this design and what kind of atmosphere 
may achieved with the view surrounded. Not only the distrubution of functions in plan should be well 
considerred, but also the spatial space in three dimensional volumes requires a careful check.

The final concept of playing with rectangulars was updated from the last one showed in Design Process 
part. Again, the form of villas and complext have the same logic, but in different numbers. The villa 
was composed by two blocks in a displaced position. Then, the complex repeated the same units but 
had multiple transformations. The corners created by the moving and repeating formed the gray space 
between the closed volume and open environment. 

Althoug the unit has the most common shape, the composition of the unit achieved the diversity of 
the space. The issues in previous cases like the energy consumption and the structure were avoided in 
this design. The circulations of interior was more strightforward and effiecient. The relations between 
different functions cooresponded to the realistic. In that case, the spaces avoided the fragmental boxes 
and built a clean connection with each other.  

Meanwhile, the advantages from previous idea, like the open view to the wilderness and the transition 
places between volumes and voids were presented in a prominent position. For instance, the main 
spaces of in the artist's villa were designed the corner windows to open the interior view as much 
as possible. The atelier and living room were next to each other and part of their windows built a 
continued landscape view from south to north. The same as the openings of the complex that all short 
sides of units are formed by windows.

Atelier

Atelier

Technic
Technic

... ...

Move Repeat & 

Transform

Plan of Artist's villa, Scale 1/100

Circulation diagram of Artist's villa

[ 3. 7 ]

Fig 3. 6 The strategy diagram shows the motif of buildings
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The living room and open kitchen had a view stop by the fireplace but create a long open public area physically. The 
atelier and living room were softly divided by columns and height differences.

The corridor along the entrance to the atelier gave a full view of the interior. Once the persons enter the villa, they can 
see the atelier and living room. The corridor in darkness make the landscape in living room brighter. 
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The inner courtyard between the exhibition rooms and library space has corridors surrounding it. The large opennings 
surrounded the courtyard with the windows on out wall built a view connection from north to south. 

The long corridor opened all the space in front of persons arrived in the lobby that make the inner circulation clear and 
straightforward. Also a inner sequence was formed by the opennings on each unit. The windows next to it played a scene 
by light and shadows.
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By taking advantage of the terrain on site, the multi-functional space was placed next to the exbihition area with large 
staircases. The window of exhibition space was full of the shortside wall but covered by barriers to avoid direct sunlight.

The windows on higher position in the space for artwork preparations and storage provided soft light to protect art 
works. 



CHAPTER IV: DRAWINGS
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Forested march, easy to traverse

Site section Cutline

Tree less  march , 
easy to traverse

Tree less  march , 
easy to traverse

The whole group of the buildings were hiden after a deep terrain 
next to the main road. The artists' villas were placed along the 
lake side in a typical pattern of Northern towns. Each villa can 
be arrived near by driving but reached by a small work along the 
path. 

While the complext building is next the dense forest and closer 
to the main road that two accessible parking lots were set next to 
the main entrance. Most of the public must take a walk through 
the forest to arrive the building. 

During the summer, the site can be reached by boating.

Site plan ,  Scale 1/2000

Site section ,  Scale 1/1000
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Forested march, easy to traverse

Tree less  march , 
easy to traverse
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Site analysis diagram
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Ground floor plan-1 ,  Scale 1/500
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Ground floor plan-2 ,  Scale 1/500

Pier
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Arrival view of villa
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Landscape view from lake
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Atelier

Entrance

Technic 

Ground floor plan of villa ,  Scale 1/100
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The interior of dinning and living room
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The interior of kitchen and living space
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The interior of atelier
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    Back and left elevations,  
Scale 1/100
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Front elevation and Longitudinal  
section,  Scale 1/100
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Right elevationv and transversal 
sections,  Scale 1/100
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The corridor from atelierThe corridor from entrance
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Exploded diagram of structure

Roof

Facades

Interior

Structure

The window view and facade details
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Detail section, scale 1/40

US1

18mm birch panel

50mm * 20mm batten / insulation

320mm insulation

20mm wind sheathing board

30mm batten / ventilation

40mm * 40mm batten

10mm wooden board + 25mm wooden 
splint

YP1

corrugated plate

20mm * 60mm batten

15mm batten

waterproof layer

100mm purline

400mm wooden beam

380mm insulation

30mm * 30mm batten

18mm birch panel

AP1

10mm wooden panel floor

30mm * 30 mm batten / 30mm insulation

20mm wooden board

400mm insulation / 300 wooden beam
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The aerial view of the outdoor theater
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The isometric view of the complex
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The view of courtyard from exhibition space 
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The exhibiton space next to the courtyard
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Isometric sections 

North elevation, scale 1/300
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
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DESIGN REFLECTION
This thesis was based on my obsession with how to make building design out of the urban environment. 
With the attraction of the remote wilderness in Kilpijarvi in an accident opportunity, the thesis topic 
was settled down to the discussion between built and unbuilt. Under the research of the site and its 
related cultural background, the functional design of an artist village was considered the primary 
research method in this practical thesis. 

 

Design  reflection

There are two types of buildings in different scales in this project. The design of artists' villas is the 
primary element in this project since artists are the main users targeted to this village. However, the 
difficulties of the small scale villa were much more out of expectation. The limitation of the building 
area required a more strict distribution of each function to give a clear circulation. In a tiny space, the 
connection of every space was tighter, but any problems in this connection were very distinctive. To 
find the balance between a logical distribution and an exciting space design was the critical factor. The 
efficiency of the circulation space was also important that any waste of space would be pretty visible 
in a small area. After that, the interior design of each functional space and the divisions between these 
rooms were important as well. Keeping the tight connection of spaces without a crowded experience of 
each room in privacy was the challenge. 

When the design logic was settled during the small villa design, the complex building was formed 
automatically in the same motif. While the walking flows among different user groups took a long time 
to consider as well. The separate flows for artists and the public had the same priority in the complex. 
However, to keep them independent with the necessary connection was a hard point. On another 
point, the service flow was supposed to be hidden to the public but efficient enough to provide facility 
support. Another issue worthy of attention was the relationship with nature in a large scale volume. The 
openings and grey space required a careful design to make the solid volume softer and open the interior 
to the landscape view. 

Furthermore, a functional design in the wilderness for a particular group of people and the public is 
a challenge in aesthetics and practice. The design process is also an experimental method from the 
space design on a small scale to the integration on a larger scale. The emptiness of the site inspired this 
thinking flow. However, it was a paradox when the concept went deeper. The wilderness was empty 
somehow from an urban view but full of information in its way. This kind of natural information 
brought the freedom of the concept but set the regulation through its way as nature has the dominant 
position in this wild land.

Between buiilt and unbuilt

When talking about the topic "between built and unbuilt", it is talking about the relationship between 
human intervention and undeveloped land. Without urban development, the wilderness gives the 
maximum possibilities for persons to explore the inner world. It has a minor limitation of imagination 
but requires the highest respect of land preservation. 

This project as the research tool in the topic showed that the balance between landscape preservation, 
building construction, and human activities could be achieved on multiple scales. Although the 
sensation of experience in the wilderness is personal, the atmosphere formed in the design is supposed 
to resonate with users, and the aesthetics of spaces could be admired in common. 

On a large scale, the volume and the percentage of building area are limited to the minimum size to 
meet practical functions. Terraces and roof covered grey space are designed to reduce the boundary 
between solid and open land. On the site full of hills and rocks, small scale cottages are elevated to the 
ground. The complex building combined the height difference with the functional needs in the interior 
spaces, presenting a roof layer by layer relating to the surrounded hills. Roads and volumes have been 
placed following the site ups and downs. The buildings with one floor restrict the construction height 
to harmony with low trees and ground vegetation locally. The courtyard in the central position of the 
complex building built a physical dialogue between volume and environment straightforward and 
increased the enjoyment of inner circulation. 

On a smaller scale, the villa had most of the corner windows to reduce the solidness of volume and 
open the view as much as possible. The complex building had openings on both sides of the longitudinal 
facade to establish a clear connection between interior and outdoor views. The large windows touched 
the ceiling on all the courtyard sides, strengthening this kind of relation. These openings brought the 
natural climate to the interior, like the bright light in summer and the peaceful snow in winter. These 
views became the dynamic scenes of the spaces. On the other side, these openings reduce the view 
boundary between buildings and outside in a friendly attitude. People arriving can see the story of the 
interior and see several clips of the landscape behind the building. 

On a detail level, natural materials were applied chiefly in both interiors and out surfaces. Panels in 
different wood species presented warm and diverse colours to the interior and a gentle attitude to the 
wilderness. Wooden barriers covered some windows partially to make sure the privacy of some specific 
functions.

These elements combined presented the answer of a building design reflecting the wilderness's 
atmosphere in humility without losing its identity.
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